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INDIAN SCHOOL MUSCAT 
FIRST ASSESSMENT   2017-18 

ENGLISH/ MS 
CLASS: XI                                                        TIME: 3 HOURS  
MAX MARKS: 80      
1.1  12 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

 

6) 

(d) all of the above 

(c) both a) and b) 

(b) India respects the freedom of other countries  

(a) In 1857 during the first war of independence 

d) All of the above 

c) Three weeks  

1*6 

 

1.2 

a) 

) Dr.Kalam wants India‗s freedom to be protected and nurtured. If we are not free, no one 

will respect us. 

1*4 

b) India needs to stand up to the world—to gain respect of the world—Military and economic 

growth should go hand in hand . 

 

c) to be self-reliant—to prove to the world that India does not depend on foreign goods  

d) The happiness and surprise on the face of the orthopaedically disabled patients and the 

tears of joy of their parents – gave an extreme sense of joy, satisfaction and happiness to 

the author—felt extremely self-satisfied at having partially lessened their pain and 

suffering... 

 

1.3 a)happiness/ joy/ ecstasy ….. 

b) obsessed 

2 

2a) TITLE – 1 MK       KEY – 1 MK        Notes with correct indent -3 mks 5 

   

b) Summary - Content – 2 mks  Accuracy – 1 mk 3 

   

3. Notice/ Advertisement-   Content – 2mks                           Expression/Accuracy – 2 mks 4 

   

4. Letter- Content – 3 mks              Expression    -    2 mks               Accuracy  - 1 mks 6 

   

5. Article / story- Content -4 mks         Expression    -    3 mks               Accuracy  - 3 mks 10 

   

6.    Editing ½* 8= 4 

 Incorrect      Correct           

a) ate             eaten  

b) which      what  

c) in                of  

4 
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d) like           as  

e)on                 in  

f) relative   relatively  

g) who         which/that 

h)this          these              

   

7. Editing – ½ * 8 – 4m  

 a) sooner had I         

b) handed over to 

c) read it my  

d) was the crowning 

e) of an/the exacting  

f)moment that will  

g) in a/my lifetime  

h) fame or trophies   

4 

   

8. a) Many Indian temples stand testimony to the high level of art that existed in bygone 

eras. Or Many Indian temples that existed in bygone eras stand testimony to the 

high level of art. 

b) In some temples the architecture is both an artistic masterpiece and an engineering 

marvel. Or the architecture in some temples is both an artistic masterpiece and an 

engineering marvel. 

2 

   

9. Read the extract given below and answer the questions that follow: 3 

   

 a) The Voice of the Rain,  Walt Whitman 

b)The seeds are latent and unborn as they cannot germinate without the help of the rain. It 

is the rain that puts life into them. 

c) It washes away the droughts . it rejuvenates everything  

 

   

10. Answer any three  of the following questions in 30-40 words each: 9 

a) Once uncle Khosrove was getting his moustache trimmed in a barber‘s shop. Suddenly 

their house was on fire. His own son Arak ran eight blocks to the barber‘s shop to inform 
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him. Khosrove got impatient and roared at his son. When the barber reminded him that his 

house was on fire, Khosrove roared at him and stopped him from talking and this worked 

to his own disadvantage. 

b) Nature mourns the death of people who are pious and holy and this can truly be seen in the 

grandmother‘s case. A divine light lit up her room and thousands of sparrows gathered 

around to pay homage to their patron. They did not chirp nor did they eat the crumbs that 

were offered to them. Silence surrounded them. 

 

c)  The funerary treasures tell us that the ancient Egyptians believed in life after death.  They 

buried things with the dead so that they do not face problems in the absence of things they 

loved, when they come to life again.  

 

d) War often leaves one in terrible predicaments. The Address is a story about a girl who is 

torn between the grim realities of the present and the memories of her golden past. The girl 

is staying far away from her old town and has lost her mother. In order to relive her past 

she visits her old town where some of her precious belongings are lying. She is stunned to 

see how things change after one leaves. Her memories attached to them revive but 

suddenly she loses interest in all those things of the past. The objects lose their value as 

they are in unfamiliar surroundings. The girl decided to forget her past and decides to come 

out of her predicament.  

 

11. Answer the following question in 120-150 words: 6 

 Ranga had his education in Bangalore and imbibed the influence of western culture. He 

told the narrator that he was not in a hurry to marry and would wait till he found a mature 

girl for himself. He also thought that a man should marry a girl whom he admires. It is 

ironic that the moment Ranga saw Ratna he took a liking for her .Ratna‘s sweet voice 

fascinated him and he became morose when the narrator told him that Ratna was a married 

girl not knowing that the narrator lied to whet his interest in Ratna. He willingly agreed to 

what Shastri had to say and felt destiny had a role to play here.On knowing the truth he 

was elated and agreed to married Ratna. Ranga‘s acceptance of this arranged marriage 

shows that tradition is still deep rooted in our culture. 

OR 

The story is replete with so many instances to assert that optimism helps to endure ‗the 

direst stress‘- The ship Wavewalker was near capsizing when it faced disaster- The captain 

was aware of the impending death but he kept his poise- He plugged all the holes and 

pumped the water out- After getting a boost from his children he resolved to do his best- 

They were optimistic of something good turning up- After the danger was over, they were 

cheerful, thankful and optimistic-The narrator was spurred to action when his son told him 

that they were not afraid of dying if they could all be together.  

 

   

12. Answer the following question in 120-150 words: 6 

   

  Despite the attempts made by Sir Simon who is the ghost in the story to appear in the 

scariest guises, the family refuses to be frightened, and Sir Simon feels increasingly 

helpless and humiliated. When Mrs. Otis notices a mysterious red mark on the floor, she 

simply replies that she does ―not at all care for blood stains in the sitting room.‖ When 

Mrs. Umney, the housekeeper, informs Mrs. Otis that the blood stain is indeed evidence of 
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the ghost and cannot be removed, Washington Otis, the eldest son, suggests that the stain 

be removed with Pinkerton‘s Champion Stain Remover and Paragon Detergent: A quick 

fix, like the Tammany Rising Sun Lubricator, and a practical way of dealing with the 

problem.  

The most humorous character in the story is undoubtedly the ghost himself, Sir Simon, 

who goes about his duties with theatrical elegance and talent. He assumes a series of 

dramatic roles in his failed attempts to impress and terrify the Otises, making it easy to 

imagine him as a comical character in a stage play. The ghost has the ability to change 

forms, so he taps into his range of tricks.  

He takes the role of ghostly apparitions, all having succeeded in horrifying previous castle 

residents over the centuries. But none of them works with these Americans. Sir Simon 

schemes, but even as his costumes become increasingly ghostly, his antics do nothing to 

scare his house guests, and the Otises succeed in failing him every time. He falls victim to 

trip wires, pea shooters, butter-slides, and falling buckets of water. In a particularly 

comical scene, he is frightened by the sight of a ―ghost,‖ rigged up by the mischievous 

twins. In this way, ‗The Centerville Ghost‘, makes the readers laugh all the way instead of 

making them squeeze in horror.  

 

   

13. Answer the following question in 120-150 words: 6 

   

 Describe the Otis family. 

 Hiram B Otis – middle aged – Minister in the United States – belongs to the 

Republican party 

 Mrs. Otis – extremely beautiful – superb profile – very active - middle aged – with 

fine eyes  

 Washington – eldest son – fair haired – good looking young man - excellent dancer 

– extremely sensible  

 Virginia E Otis – little girl of fifteen – lithe and lovely as a fawn – large blue eyes – 

wonderful amazon 

 twins- known as ‗The Star and Stripes‘ – always got swished – delightful boys – 

bundle of mischiefs – inconsiderate and troubled the ghost 

 

 

 

 


